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1. Introduction

The ethical and legal implications of the development and use of weapons systems able to perform the critical functions of target selection and engagement *autonomously* (i.e., without any intervention by human operators) are currently in the spotlight. The issue has recently gained widespread media coverage with the launch, on 21 August 2017, of an open letter signed so far by founders and CEOs of 126 Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robotics companies, including the ‘tech-star’ Elon Musk, who ‘implored’ States to prevent an arms race in autonomous weapons systems (AWS).1

This constitutes, however, only the latest development of a far broader debate, which was boosted in November 2012 by the publication of two coeval, and somewhat complementary documents on AWS, namely: a policy directive by the US Department of Defense on ‘Autonomy in Weapons Systems’ (US DoD Directive),2 and a report by Human Rights Watch and the Harvard Law School’s International Human Rights Clinic (2012 HRW-IHRC Report)3 calling for a ban on AWS,
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which laid the groundwork for initiating the pro-ban campaign ‘Stop Killer Robots’.

In the following years, thanks to staunch lobbying by NGOs joining the campaign, AWS have become an issue of common concern for States and International Organizations, which have debated the way forward with them both in formal and informal fora. So far, the most promising venue for discussion has proven to be the institutional framework of the UN Convention on Conventional Weapons (CCW). Indeed, after a three-year cycle of informal meetings, CCW State parties decided to establish an open-ended Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) with the mandate of exploring ‘possible recommendations on options’ for addressing Lethal AWS, to be submitted to the High Contracting Parties.

The establishment of a GGE signals the readiness by CCW State parties to take the issue seriously and represents a cautious move towards the adoption of a legally binding instrument on AWS. Its first session, scheduled to be held in Geneva from 13 to 17 November 2017, is therefore likely to represent a defining moment in the dialectics between the supporters of a ban on AWS and those who oppose it. Still, one gets the impression that, notwithstanding the sheer number of valuable publications issued by pro-ban campaigners, the latter do not fully address the criticisms raised by the opposition, leaning as they do more towards reaffirming their stances than rebutting their opponents’ counter-arguments. Such an attitude could risk undermining the authorita-
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5 A fairly comprehensive chronology of the initiatives taken in this respect at international and national levels is available at <www.stopkillerrobots.org/chronology>.
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tiveness of the pro-ban campaign, which could undo the huge advocacy efforts that have led to the convening of the GGE meeting in November. And this is despite the fact that most of the concerns underlying the campaign are arguably well founded.

On these premises, the present paper will re-appraise the main pro-ban arguments, with a view to testing them against their respective counter-arguments and, where necessary, to backing them up. To this end, an attempt will be made to carry out a frank assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the reasons put forth by both sides of the debate. As the title suggests, this analysis will be mainly focused on *jus in bello* and *jus ad bellum* issues. Although international human rights law undeniably plays a role in the pro-ban argument strategy, it will probably remain on the sidelines of the discussion in Geneva (as it did during the previous initiatives within the CCW framework). Furthermore, the human rights implications of AWS are addressed in more detail in the contribution by Andrea Spagnolo, in this Zoom-in.

The paper will be organised as follows. Section 2 will summarise the debate on what is meant by ‘autonomous’ in weapons systems and will suggest a possible way out of this definitional conundrum. In this regard, the strategic shift in focus from the notion of ‘autonomy’ to that of ‘meaningful human control’ (or lack thereof) will also be taken into account. Sections 3 to 6 will provide a re-appraisal of the main arguments in favour of a ban on AWS. In particular, section 3 will deal with the argument whereby AWS are unable to comply with some basic rules of International Humanitarian Law (IHL); section 4 will assess the contention that the deployment of AWS on the battlefield would create an accountability gap; section 5 will inquire as to whether the delegation of lethal decision-making to non-humans runs contrary to the ‘principles of humanity’ and ‘the dictates of public conscience’ under the Martens Clause; finally, section 6 will consider the claim according to which the proliferation of AWS would make wars unprecedentedly easier to wage, so jeopardising the enduring validity of the prohibition on the use of force under Article 2(4) UN Charter. In reviewing these arguments, their

interconnectedness and mutually reinforcing character will be highlighted: this will be spelt out in the concluding paragraph (section 7).

2. Escaping the definitional conundrum: ‘Autonomy’ in weapons systems and meaningful human control

Scholarly analyses on the legal implications of AWS are routinely preceded by a discussion on what makes a weapons system ‘autonomous’. Methodologically, this is justified by the persistence, at the international level, of a certain disagreement as to the definition of AWS. For our purposes, there is an additional reason for addressing this issue at the outset, which lies in the fact that the definitional conundrum represents the first hurdle that the pro-ban front must overcome to make its case against AWS. Critics of a ban, indeed, alternatively argue that negotiations on the issue would be premature or even pointless, as truly autonomous weapons do not yet exist, nor will they exist in any foreseeable future; or that they would be infeasible because of the lack of a shared definition of AWS.  

To start with, one should note that, while it is true that a universally shared definition of AWS is still lacking, the debate thereon is not fragmented into a myriad of competing notions, but is rather polarised around two basic construals of autonomy, well-epitomised by the definitions advanced by the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) and the US Department of Defense (DoD), respectively.

The UK MoD definition sets a rather demanding requirement for autonomy. In a document it issued in 2011, AWS are characterised as systems ‘capable of understanding higher level intent and direction’, namely ‘of achieving the same level of situational understanding as a human’, which enables them ‘to take appropriate action to bring about the desired state’. In a similar vein, a paper by the NATO Joint Air Power Competence Centre (JAPCC) includes ‘consciousness’ and ‘self-

10 See, for instance, the Opening Statement by the UK delegation at the 2016 CCW Meeting of Experts (General Exchange, 1), whereby AWS ‘do not, and may never, exist’.

11 See, for references, 2016 HRW-IHRC Report (n 9) 42-43.

determination’ among the features defining truly autonomous weapons systems.\(^\text{13}\) In other words, although not reaching the point of equating AWS to moral agents ‘free and capable of acting on their genuine intentions’,\(^\text{14}\) these definitions presuppose a ‘strong’ AI, not far from human-like general intelligence. These requirements are hardly satisfied by any existing weapons system. Moreover, it is difficult to make reasonable predictions about the prospects of constructing machines of this kind. Therefore, the UK MoD and NATO JAPCC notions of ‘autonomy’ project AWS in some undetermined technological future.

The US DoD proposes a less demanding requirement on weapons systems to count as autonomous, whereby AWS must be capable, ‘once activated, to select and engage targets without further intervention by a human operator’.\(^\text{15}\) Quite significantly, the 2012 HRW-IHRC Report employed strikingly similar terminology, speaking of ‘fully autonomous weapons that could select and engage targets without human intervention’.\(^\text{16}\) A largely overlapping requirement for autonomy has also been put forth by the International Committee for the Red Cross (ICRC), which refers to ‘weapons that can independently select and attack targets, ie with autonomy in the ‘critical functions’ of acquiring, tracking, selecting and attacking targets’.\(^\text{17}\)

As one can see, these definitions allow a number of presently operating weapons systems to qualify as autonomous. These include anti-materiel defensive systems like the German Nächstbereichschutzsystem MANTIS\(^\text{18}\) and the Israeli Iron Dome,\(^\text{19}\) active protective systems for vehicles (eg the South-African/Swedish LEDS-150\(^\text{20}\)), loitering weapons systems like the Israeli anti-radiation Harpy\(^\text{21}\) and Harop systems,\(^\text{22}\)

\(^{13}\) NATO JAPCC, ‘Future Unmanned System Technologies. Legal and Ethical Implications of Increasing Automation’ (Germany, November 2016) 9.


\(^{15}\) US DoD Directive (n 2) 13-14.

\(^{16}\) 2012 HRW-IHRC Report (n 3) 1.


\(^{18}\) See <www.army-technology.com/projects/mantis/>.

\(^{19}\) See <www.army-technology.com/projects/irondomeairdefencemi/>.


variety of offensive fire-and-forget munitions, like the British Brimstone missile,\textsuperscript{23} and stationary (ie non-mobile) robotic sentinels, like the South-Korean Super aEgis II, which surveils the border between North and South Korea.\textsuperscript{24} Accordingly, by adopting the US DoD requirement for autonomy (or alike), one could easily dismiss the argument whereby legal discussion on AWS would be premature or pointless: far from being Sci-Fi creatures, autonomous weapons are here and now.\textsuperscript{25}

This does not explain, however, why a more liberal requirement should be preferred. Admittedly, indeed, US DoD-like definitions are descriptively unsatisfactory for their overinclusiveness, in that they place in the same class both static robotic sentinels located in uncluttered operational environments, like the South-Korean Super aEgis II, and any future offensive system that will be supposedly capable of operating autonomously in the fog of war. In order to introduce more accurate distinctions, future research must address the formidable problem of identifying a non-arbitrary cutting point in between the perceptual, cognitive, and action capabilities of systems like the Super aEgis II and those characterising AWS endowed with human-like skills.

Still, it is our contention that the establishment of an international regime for AWS should not be made conditional upon the solution of such a theoretical conundrum and that a broad, US DoD-like definition should be adopted. Regardless of the terminology used to label these technologies (autonomous, autonomic,\textsuperscript{26} emergent intelligence weapons\textsuperscript{27}), the fact remains that the development and use of weapons systems that — to paraphrase the US DoD definition — independently identify, select and engage targets raise a number of unprecedented ethical and legal issues, which require a concerted response by the international community, and whose discussion cannot be deferred to some undetermined technological future if and when the highly restrictive requirements envisaged by the UK MoD conditions will be met.

\textsuperscript{22} See <www.airforce-technology.com/projects/haroploiteringmuniti>.
\textsuperscript{23} See <www.army-technology.com/projects/brimstone>.
\textsuperscript{24} See <www.dodaam.com/eng/sub2/menu2_1_4.php#>.
\textsuperscript{26} See NATO JAPCC (n 13) 10.
On the other hand, the lack of a shared view as to what counts as ‘autonomous’ does not seem to create an insurmountable obstacle in the path towards the adoption of a legally binding instrument on AWS. In the current debate, in fact, NGOs, diplomats and scholars are becoming less and less interested in attaining precise operational definitions enabling one to decide, for each existing and developmental weapons system, whether it is autonomous or not. To be investigated, instead, is what kind or level of human control must on ethical and legal grounds be exercised on lethal weapons systems.

The idea whereby all weapons with lethal effects (including AWS) should be subject to a ‘meaningful human control’ (MHC) was ushered in by Article 36, a UK-based NGO. This formula, which was refined in subsequent policy briefs, turned out to be particularly successful and soon influenced the overall campaign strategy. Significantly enough, in a 2014 report, Human Rights Watch and the Harvard Law School’s International Human Rights Clinic came to define AWS as those that ‘would identify and fire on targets without meaningful human intervention’.

The lack of meaningful human control is thereby embodied in the very definition of autonomous weapons, with the consequence that the campaign for banning AWS and that for introducing a MHC requirement end up pursuing basically overlapping goals. As has been rightly observed, ‘the notion of “meaningful human control” is just another word […] for a partial prohibition, namely a ban on full autonomy over certain (critical) functions of a weapons system’.

The MHC formula has rapidly attracted the interest of an increasing number of States, which have been using it as a viable starting point for the discussion on Lethal AWS at the CCW Informal Meetings of Experts. Indeed, even the US and the UK, while not fully embracing the

notion of MHC, agree on the need to establish some level of human control over weapons systems, including autonomous ones. This shift in focus on MHC has the undoubted advantage of setting aside the controversies surrounding the notion of ‘autonomy’ in weapons systems: No matter which weapons systems qualify as autonomous and which do not, what counts instead is that human operators should exercise a meaningful control over all of them.

In the following sections, therefore, the main legal considerations supporting the case for a ban on lethal weapons without MHC will be expounded.

3. AWS are unable to comply with IHL principles

A significant portion of the discussion concerning the legal implications of lethal AWS revolves around their ability to operate in compli-
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ance with IHL principles of distinction, military necessity and proportionality, at least as well as a competent and conscientious human soldier.  

Supporters of a ban contend, in the first place, that AWS are unlikely to be endowed with the capability of distinguishing between civilians and combatants in erratic and surprise seeking warfare environments, and even less with that of establishing whether civilians have lost protection from attacks because they ‘directly participated in hostilities’ or assumed ‘continuous combat functions’. Since the distinction between combatants and protected persons is no longer based on easily perceivable distinctive signs such as military uniforms, but rather on people’s ‘behaviour and actions on the battlefield’, an IHL-compliant AWS should possess a variety of perceptual and cognitive abilities that are hardly attainable in any foreseeable future. This includes viewpoint-independent recognition of bodily postures and gestures in the variable perceptual conditions of unstructured warfare scenarios, an understanding of emotional expressions, and real-time reasoning about deceptive intentions and actions.

Secondly, and for very similar reasons, it is doubted that AWS will ever be able to comply reliably with the prohibition, stemming from the principle of military necessity, of attacking persons rendered hors de


36 On these two concepts, which can hardly be framed into clear-cut definitions, see N Melzer, Interpretive Guidance on the Notion of Direct Participation in Hostilities under International Humanitarian Law (ICRC 2009).

37 NATO JAPCC (n 13) 21.

combat. Indeed, the recognition of behaviours that convey hostile or surrender messages and fighting incapacitation information will pose no less insurmountable challenges for AWS programmers and developers.

Things become even trickier, and here we get to the third point, when ‘the terrible and impossible problem of proportionality’ comes into play. As is well known, the proportionality principle requires striking a balance between military gains expectedly deriving from some given course of action and harm to civilians ensuing from it. The content of this principle, therefore, cannot be defined in abstracto, but needs to be tailored to the specific circumstances of the case, on the basis of a delicate balancing activity entrusted to those involved in the planning and execution of the attack. Proportionality analysis, the argument goes, heavily relies on qualitative elements and open-textured standards such as that of the ‘reasonable military commander’, which are simply unsuitable for being coded into an algorithm.

On the opposite side of the debate, two main arguments have been put forth in order to counter these concerns. On the one hand, the pro-ban campaign would wrongly assume that issues of distinction and proportionality arise in every battlespace. On the contrary, it is well possible to conceive of a variety of scenarios where civilians or civilian objects are totally absent (eg a battleship in the high seas). In these contexts, IHL would not pose any obstacle to
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43 For this reason, proportionality has been described as a ‘secondary process of law-making’ (ibid 332).
44 Sharkey (n 35) 789-790; Heyns (n 35) paras 70-73; Grut (n 35) 12-14; Egeland (n 35) 103-105; M Wagner, ‘The Dehumanization of International Humanitarian Law: Legal, Ethical, and Political Implications of Autonomous Weapon Systems’ (2014) 47 Vanderbilt J Transnational L 1371, 1398-1399; Boochby (n 38) 82-83; P Kalmanovitz, ‘Judgment, Liability and the Risks of Riskless Warfare’ in N Bhuta et al (n 14) 145, 151-152.
the deployment of AWS, provided that all other legal requirements are respected (for instance, the system is not loaded with chemical or bacteriological weapons or with weapons otherwise aimed at causing ‘superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering’).\textsuperscript{45}

This is certainly correct, insofar as the principles of distinction and proportionality are concerned. It does not seem to consider, however, that the rule prohibiting attacks against enemies hors de combat, which also raises perceptive and evaluative challenges for AWS, is virtually applicable in every warfare scenario, regardless of whether civilians are present or not. Lethal uses of AWS, in other words, remain problematic, no matter what the circumstances of their deployment are.

It could be further counter-argued, at this juncture, that the pro-ban front sets an exceedingly high threshold for AWS, which goes well beyond what is normally required in relation to human-controlled attacks.\textsuperscript{46} In fact, neither high-altitude aerial bombings nor ‘beyond visual range’ attacks have been considered unlawful per se,\textsuperscript{47} notwithstanding the fact that the operator has limited methods of ascertaining whether human targets are defenceless or surrendering. This observation has its fair share of merits as well. Yet, it fails to take into account that if a military operator launches an attack against enemies hors de combat, he or she may be held criminally accountable for this behaviour – something that is far more difficult in case of attacks launched by AWS. This raises an ‘accountability gap’ issue, which I will come back later.\textsuperscript{48}

On the other hand, the Campaign would base its IHL arguments on unverifiable factual claims as to what AWS will be able (or will never be able) to do. As challenging as it may appear, it cannot be ruled out that one day AWS will pass an ‘IHL Turing test’, under which an objective observer would not be able to distinguish a machine from a human on the sole basis of their compliance with IHL principles.\textsuperscript{49} Again, this is a
convincingly argued point. For all we know, lack of IHL compliance is a contingent situation that may no longer hold at some future time. Still, some caveats are in order.

Firstly, while the possibility that IHL principles are effectively translated into machine algorithms cannot be radically denied, one should carefully note that ‘translation’ does not mean ‘oversimplification’. As an example of a scholarly trend towards oversimplification, one may mention an influential article by Michael N Schmitt, where it is suggested that human commanders could ‘pre-programme’ AWS to carry out proportionality analysis by assigning a certain value in terms of collateral damage to each military objective (eg a tank or a military base).\(^{50}\) Indeed, this completely overlooks the fact that the proportionality principle must be abided by not only in the planning (viz pre-programming) and decision phases of an attack, but also throughout its execution.\(^{51}\) Notably, proportionality has to be re-assessed in the light of the circumstances of the case, which may well have changed since the attack was launched. Therefore, the ‘value’, in terms of acceptable collateral damage assigned to military objectives cannot be determined once and for all, but has to be constantly adjusted to match the shifting context where the AWS has been deployed. Should those adjustments be carried out in real time by human operators, weapons systems would hardly qualify as autonomous: after all, they would be subject to an (arguably) meaningful human control. If, on the other hand, AWS were to be endowed with the capability to effect proportionality assessments throughout the execution phase, their algorithms clearly would need to be far more sophisticated than the one envisaged by Schmitt.

Secondly, it should be made sufficiently clear that the development of an AWS able to pass the ‘IHL Turing test’ in cluttered scenarios, while possible in abstracto, poses a number of formidable technological challenges, whose solution ‘does not represent the expected outcome of an existing research programme’,\(^{52}\) but rather constitutes a long-term
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\(^{50}\) Schmitt (n 45) 20-21.


\(^{52}\) Bhuta, Beck, Geiss (n 30) 351.
objective speculated by (often self-professed visionary) roboticists. In the absence of ‘black swan’ events, therefore, the actual making of IHL-compliant AWS is highly uncertain and, in any case, to be temporally located in a very distant future.

Thirdly and finally, even if one accepts that one day AWS might be capable of human-like performances with respect to adherence to IHL, this says nothing as to whom will be held accountable for AWS’ breaches of IHL (in fact, human like – and even ‘higher-than-human’ – performances are not equal to a spotless application of IHL standards), or as to whether non-human lethal decision-making, regardless of its compliance with IHL, conforms to the ‘principles of humanity’ and the ‘dictates of public conscience’ under the Martens Clause. These constitute additional reasons in favour of a ban on AWS, which will now be addressed.

4. The deployment of AWS will determine accountability gaps

An argument often raised against autonomy in weapons systems is that it is bound to create accountability gaps. Indeed, even the more convinced proponents of AWS are compelled to admit that, no matter how accurate, these systems will never be completely flawless. As a consequence, it is quite possible for an AWS to act in breach of IHL and, in the most serious hypotheses, to commit acts amounting – at least materially – to war crimes. But then who will be personally accountable for these conducts? Since AWS obviously cannot be held responsible as direct perpetrators, responsibility for their actions must be traced back to some persons in the decision-making chain.

At the outset, one should take note that the list of potentially responsible individuals is quite long, as it includes ‘the software programmer, [the manufacturer of the AWS, the procurement official]’,
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53 Tamburrini (n 14) 134.
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the military commander in charge of the operation, the military personnel that sent the AWS into action or those overseeing its operation, the individual(s) who conducted the weapons review, or political leaders’. Such a long list, far from facilitating the task of identifying the responsible individuals, is likely to raise the familiar ‘many hands’ problem. This problem commonly occurs in software-related accidents, where a group of people can be held collectively responsible for a determined outcome, whereas often none of them can be individually blamed for it.

An additional source of unaccountability lies in the fact that AWS are designed to behave in a way that cannot be predicted by its users. To be clear, unpredictability would not feature solely futuristic weapons endowed with strong AI, but also less sophisticated systems meeting the more liberal requirements for autonomy set forth by the US DoD. Although acting on the basis of goals and rules determined by humans, they have a certain autonomy as to how to accomplish a given task and, at least in some cases, machine-learning capabilities, which may allow them to learn from past errors and act differently. All of this, coupled with a dynamic and unstructured environment, may render it virtually impossible to foresee every individual action of AWS.

How this impacts on individual accountability is easy to grasp. Clearly, there may be uncontroversial cases such as that of a machine which is deliberately pre-programmed to carry out international crimes or that of a commander who deploys an AWS in a context different from the one it was designed for, and where it was likely to commit war

In the majority of conceivable scenarios, however, the complexities of AWS technologies and their behavioural unpredictability in partially structured or unstructured warfare scenarios are likely to afford a powerful defence against criminal prosecution. Indeed, in most cases it would be impossible to ascertain the existence of the mental element (intent, knowledge or recklessness), which is required under international criminal law (ICL) to ascribe criminal responsibility. As a consequence, it would be highly probable that no one person would be held criminally liable, notwithstanding that the conduct in question were to undeniably amount to a war crime.

While generally acknowledging that AWS pose unprecedented challenges in relation to individual criminal accountability for war crimes, those sceptical of a ban have marshalled a number of alternative solutions short of a general prohibition on lethal uses of AWS.

Some have argued that no accountability gap would arise in relation to the use of AWS, by relying on the doctrine of ‘command responsibility’. It is submitted, in particular, that the commander (or the civilian supervisor) will be held criminally responsible for war crimes perpetrated by an AWS if he (or she) knew, or should have known, that it was committing or about to commit such crimes and, that notwithstanding, failed to prevent their commission or punish those responsible for it.

However, the doctrine of ‘command responsibility’, as it currently stands, is of little help. One of its constitutive elements is the commander’s knowledge of the subordinate’s behaviour, or at least its predictability. Yet, this element can hardly be applied here. On the one hand, as we have already seen, there is reason to maintain that AWS may well take unforeseeable courses of action. On the other hand, AWS’ faster-than-human reaction times would make a commander’s control to a large extent a purely speculative option.
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62 Crootof (n 55) 1377.
63 Wagner (n 44) 1405-1406.
65 Schmitt (n 45) 53; NATO JACPP (n 13) 29.
66 Crootof (n 55) 1380.
In order to address this problem, it has been suggested that there be a shift in the accountability focus from the deployment to the development/procurement phase. Only at this stage, would it be possible to ensure that AWS are effectively equipped with all the cognitive and evaluative capabilities needed to faithfully respect IHL principles. Accordingly, responsibility for AWS’ war crimes should primarily lie with ‘military procurement managers, weapons developers and legal advisors’.  

In this regard, it could be argued that, by limiting the accountability focus to the development/procurement phase, one does not overcome the predictability issue set out above. If deployed in a dynamic environment, an AWS endowed is capable of taking courses of action whose reason may be unfathomable ‘even to the system’s designers’. Under these circumstances, it seems highly unlikely that the officers involved in the procurement/development phase possess the culpable state of mind required to establish criminal responsibility.

The aforementioned difficulties in establishing the existence of the required mens rea, even in the loose form of command responsibility, have led some authors to suggest that its threshold should be lowered. It is worth recalling, in this regard, the proposal to introduce ‘opaque recklessness’ as a culpable state of mind in relation to AWS-related war crimes. Under this category, the defendant would be considered to have acted with recklessness where he or she ‘knows his or her conduct is risky but either fails to realize or consciously disregards the specific reasons for the riskiness’. This would in fact allow holding the ‘commander/field officer/deploying soldier’ criminally accountable for AWS’ war crimes, even if he or she was ‘unaware of the exact risk of harm posed by the AWS’s conduct’ and even if the latter’s actions were ‘uncertain and unpredictable’, provided that he or she was aware that there was ‘a substantial and unjustified risk’ of some unspecified ‘dangerous occurrence’.

This proposal, like others of the same kind, comes across as particularly problematic. In dealing with accountability issues, one should always take care not to confuse the fight against impunity with ‘scape-
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goat[ing] proximate human beings. And indeed, to the extent that it stretches the notion of culpability up to the outer limits of strict liability, the notion of ‘opaque recklessness’ seems to be precisely geared towards that alarming direction. Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that any lowering of the mens rea threshold would entail a reform of international criminal law as it currently stands. While this is not an evil per se, one should be aware that States would be no less reluctant to relax the requirements for holding their soldiers responsible for war crimes than to negotiate a ban on lethal uses of AWS.

One could object to the above, by arguing that unpredictability, just like inability to comply with IHL principles, is not an inherent feature of AWS. Even in this case, it cannot be ruled out that technological advances will make it possible to reliably predict the courses of action undertaken by an AWS, so providing a solid basis for ascribing responsibility to the individuals involved in its development and deployment. Admittedly, that could be very challenging and could perhaps only be achieved in a distant future, but it nonetheless falls within the realms of possibility. Still, such an objection does not detract from the conclusion that AWS are bound to create accountability gaps. This is because, with the deployment of these systems on the battlefield, a category of culpable agents would be (almost) completely swept away: direct perpetrators. Except for in the highly unlikely case of AWS being programmed for the purpose of committing war crimes or being commanded to do so, accountability for AWS-related war crimes will necessarily take the form of vicarious responsibility. And it is legitimate to doubt whether this could fully capture the seriousness of the crimes that could be committed by AWS.

The need to provide a proper legal response to serious violations of international law such as war crimes also explains, a fortiori, why proposals to fill the accountability gap by relying on forms of collective responsibility (such as State responsibility or corporate product liabil-
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72 Liu (n 60) 341.
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75 See, for instance, Crootof (n 55); Anderson, Waxman (n 49) 1110; NATO JACPP (n 13) 39; DN Hammond, ‘Autonomous Weapons and the Problem of State Accountability’ (2015) 15 Chicago J Intl L 652.
ity76) are largely unsatisfactory. In fact, the crucial, two-fold function of deterring the commission of international crimes and adequately retributing the offender for the harm done is peculiar to ICL and cannot be performed in the same way by collective responsibility, for the well-known reason that international crimes ‘are committed by men, not by abstract entities, and only by punishing individuals who commit such crimes can the provisions of international law be enforced’.77

5. AWS’ lethal decision-making runs contrary to the Martens Clause

Since the pro-ban campaign’s inception, the Martens Clause has been included in the array of arguments in favour of a ban on lethal AWS. The history and content of the Clause are well known to international lawyers. It made its first appearance in international legal parlance in 1899, when it was inserted – on the proposal of the Russian publicist Fyodor Fyodorovich Martens (from whom it takes its name) – in the Preamble of the Second Hague Convention containing the Regulations on the Laws and Customs of War on Land. Subsequently incorporated in a number of IHL instruments (including the CCW), in its modern formulation the Martens Clause states that, absent any specific regulation, ‘the civilian population and the combatants shall at all times remain under the protection and authority of the principles of international law derived from established custom, from the principles of humanity and from the dictates of public conscience’.78

76 NATO JACPP (n 13) 29-30. See also, although more problematically, Jain (n 27) 323-324.
77 International Military Tribunal Nuremberg, The Trial of German Major War Criminals (Judgment, 1 October 1946). Proceedings of the International Military Tribunal sitting at Nuremberg, Germany, Part 22 (22nd August 1946 to 1st October 1946) 447. The Norwegian delegate at the 2016 CCW Meeting of Experts put the problem in very similar terms: ‘Another intrinsic challenge with fully autonomous weapons would be ensuring individual […] responsibility for unlawful acts in times of armed conflict. This is a cornerstone of modern international law. Without accountability, deterring and preventing international crimes becomes all that much harder’ (Statement at the Panel on ‘Challenges to International Humanitarian Law’).
In the context of this campaign in particular, the Martens Clause has been invoked to contend that the deployment of weapons systems enabled to take life-or-death decisions without human supervision would run contrary to international law as stemming from both ‘the principles of humanity’ and ‘the dictates of public conscience’. 79

Reliance on the ‘principles of humanity’ overlaps with the view, grounded in international human rights law, whereby the delegation of lethal decision-making to a machine would be prohibited under the principle of human dignity. 80 This line of argumentation is more far-reaching than the previous ones, as it is built upon principles, those of humanity and human dignity, which are both foundational and open-textured. While the basic claim underlying this argument is straightforward (‘there is a violation of the principles of humanity/human dignity when a machine kills a human being’), it is informative to distinguish analytically between two variants.

The first variant moves from the assumption that the action of suppressing a human life is legally justifiable only if it is non-arbitrary, namely by being based ‘on a considered and informed decision’. 81 In order to be non-arbitrary, and here it is where the principles of humanity come in, the act of killing must be grounded on human judgement, for only human decision-making guarantees the full appreciation ‘of the value of individual life [and] the significance of its loss’. 82 The second variant was formulated by the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions, Christof Heyns. 83 In his view, human

79 2012 HRW-IHRC Report (n 3) 35-36.
80 The intersection between the two issues was underlined by Patrick Lin, in a presentation delivered at the 2015 CCW Meeting of Expert (‘The right to life and the Martens Clause’ <www.unog.ch/80256EE600585943/(httpPages)/6CE049BE22EC75A2 C1257C8D00513E266OpenDocument>). In that context, the argument whereby AWS’ lethal decision-making would breach the principle of human dignity was put forth with particular vigour by Germany (2014 CCW Meeting of Experts, Opening Statement) and the Holy See (2015 CCW Meeting of Experts, Statement at the Panel on ‘Overarching Issues’).
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dignity would be blatantly denied if people were subject to lethal robotic decision-making, because this would place them in a position where they ‘have no venue, futile or not of appealing to the humanity of the enemy’. Indeed, the decision to kill or not would be taken on the basis of hypotheticals set out in advance in the AWS programming phase, or developed by the machine itself as rules of behaviour extrapolated from its past experience. The ensuing death-or-life decision could hardly be overridden when the AWS is about to actually release force, with the consequence that the human target would be somehow ‘written off’ without the (even the slightest) hope of changing his/her fate.  

The main criticism levelled against this argument, in both its variants, is that it distils a number of implications from the principles of humanity and human dignity that remain ultimately undemonstrated. On the one hand, the assumption whereby, to be non-arbitrary, the use of lethal force during armed conflicts should result from value judgements that are based on human reason has been contested. Legally speaking, in fact, what matters is only that targeting decisions, regardless of whom ultimately takes them, comply with the objective requirements of IHL.  

On the other hand, it has been pragmatically argued that, from the perspective of the recipients of lethal force, it is totally immaterial whether ‘the threat they are exposed to comes from manned or unmanned weapons’, being highly questionable that ‘the mere potentiality of a human commander’s mercy or compassion [would] make a difference if, in fact, this potentiality does not materialize’.  

These criticisms partially hit the mark, as they unveil how the arguments based solely on the ‘principles of humanity’ prong of the Clause are built on a set of a priori assumptions that fail the test of closer scrutiny. What these counter-arguments do not seem to take into account,
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however, is that humanity and human dignity are not immutable notions, from which one could infer what counts as inhumane (or undignified) exclusively by way of logical deduction, but they are (also) ‘a function of contemporary social understandings’.  

This is well captured by the reference, in the Martens Clause, to the ‘dictates of public conscience’, which brings the ethereal ‘principles of humanity’ back to an earthly dimension, rooted in the reactions of the social basis of the international community to certain means and methods of warfare. Admittedly, this prong of the Clause is the most controversial, as it is far from certain whose conscience should be taken into consideration. Scholarly and State opinions in this respect are quite varied, as they range from those simply equating ‘public conscience’ with *opinio iuris* to those arguing that the Martens Clause elevates public opinion to a source of IHL. Nor did the ICJ provide clearer guidance when it dealt with the Martens Clause in the *Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion*.  

Of course, this is not the place to engage in a thorough discussion of the issue. Nevertheless, one cannot help but notice that the idea whereby machines should not take life-or-death decisions has been gaining growing consensus within the international community at large. Evidence of this may be found, in particular, in the declarations rendered by States at the Human Rights Council in reaction to the presentation of the Heyns Report on Lethal AWS, at the UN General Assembly First Committee on Disarmament and International Security, and during CCW Informal Meetings of Experts; in parliamentary initiatives  
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specifically addressing this matter; in reports issued by international human rights supervisory bodies; in the (qualified) criticism voiced in the Open Letters signed in 2015 and 2017, respectively, by renowned experts in the fields of robotics and Artificial Intelligence and founders and CEOs of artificial intelligence (AI) and robotics companies; as well as in opinion surveys showing a spread of hostility to non-human lethal decision-making (especially – and this seems worthy of note – among members of the armed forces). While it would be highly speculative to draw any final conclusion, therefore, the emergence of a global trend in favour of banning AWS can hardly be denied.

But, even if such a trend consolidated into ‘dictates of public conscience’, what normative consequences would practically ensue? According to one author, this would be completely irrelevant, since the Martens Clause comes into play only in the absence of more specific regulation, while weapons law is currently replete with norms and principles whose application may be easily extended to AWS. This line of argument, which ends up denying any relevance to the Martens Clause in contemporary international law, curiously resembles the one advanced by the Russian Federation before the ICJ during the advisory

95 These include a resolution of the European Parliament calling on ‘the High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, the Member States and the Council to: [...] (d) ban the development, production and use of fully autonomous weapons which enable strikes to be carried out without human intervention’. See European Parliament, ‘Resolution on the Use of Armed Drones’ (27 February 2014) 2014/2367(RSP) para 2. For other parliamentary initiatives see <www.stopkillerrobots.org/2017/04/parliaments/).
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proceedings in the *Nuclear Weapons* case. On that occasion, indeed, it was contended that, following the adoption of a complete code of war with the Geneva Conventions and the Protocols thereto, the Clause should ‘formally be considered inapplicable’. Yet, the ICJ openly dismissed this view, by stressing the on-going relevance of the Clause as an ‘effective means of addressing the rapid evolution of military technology’. This *dictum* applies all the more to emerging technologies such as AWS, whose disruptive features prevent a mechanical application of principles developed in relation to human-controlled weapons.

Still, widespread aversion, even if crystallised into the ‘dictates of public conscience’, cannot *ipso facto* outlaw the development and use of AWS. As Theodor Meron cautiously warned, ‘the Martens clause does not allow one to build castles of sand’. Contrary to what the supporters of the pro-ban campaign seem to imply, States never meant to include the principles of humanity and the dictates of public conscience among the sources of international humanitarian law. Still, as the same Meron pointed out, the Clause performs a more limited, but equally valuable function, in that ‘[i]t serves as a powerful vehicle for governments and especially NGOs to push the law ever more to reflect human rights concerns. Where there already is some legal basis for adopting a more humanitarian position, the Martens clause enables decision makers to take the extra step forward’.105

The latter observation allows us to better frame the Martens Clause within the overall pro-ban campaign’s argumentative strategy, by pinpointing its precise role and weight. As they are currently understood, neither the ‘principles of humanity’ nor the ‘dictates of public conscience’ prongs of the Clause can work as self-standing arguments against AWS, as they do not constitute formal sources of international law. Rather, they may reinforce the arguments analysed in the previous sections, providing pro-ban negotiators with additional leverage to push
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hesitant States to move forward towards the adoption of a Protocol prohibiting the lethal uses of AWS.

6. Autonomy in weapons systems constitutes a threat to international peace and security

A criticism commonly levelled against pro-ban campaigners is that they completely obliterate the positive impact that autonomy in weapons systems could have on the protection of innocent civilians, and the respect for IHL in general. AWS, it is argued, can become more accurate than human soldiers in targeting military objectives and, unlike human soldiers, are utterly unconstrained by the need for self-preservation and immune from human passions (such as anger, fear and vengeance).  

The strength of this contention ultimately depends on a key assumption, namely that the deployment of AWS will not have a significant impact outside battlefield scenarios. Yet, this is a narrow appraisal that only captures a fraction of the overall picture, since it screens off more pervasive effects that are likely to flow from an increased use of AWS. Reference is made, in particular, to the fact that autonomy in weapons systems could yield nefarious effects on the global level in that it would make wars easier to wage, with heavy backlashes on international peace and security. This enlarged perspective brings into play a dis-
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tinct legal regime, since we move from the law regulating the conduct of hostilities (IHL, or *jus in bello*) to the rules governing the use of force, or *jus ad bellum*.

A preliminary observation on the shifting legal framework is in order here. While the potential impact of AWS on *jus ad bellum* is often described as a matter of concern for international law, this proposition has rarely been discussed in depth, so that it is not entirely clear what the actual legal issue at stake is. This led one author to rule out the relevance of *jus ad bellum* in this field, in the light of the fact that the determination as to “[w]hether a breach of a rule of *jus ad bellum* has occurred […] is independent from the type of weapon that has been used”.110 This sounds entirely reasonable. Whether a certain use of force is contrary to the *jus ad bellum* ultimately depends on the circumstances in which force is unleashed (eg whether the use of force was in self-defence or was authorised by the UN Security Council), and not on the sorts of weapons that are employed.

Yet, this is not the whole story. The law governing the maintenance of international peace and security should not be reduced to a static, binary rule. This legal regime is not only about determining whether a specific armed activity is lawful or not under the prohibition on the use of force. Rather, it is about ensuring – in the words of the 1984 Declaration on the Right of Peoples to Peace – that ‘the policies of States be directed towards the elimination of the threat of war’.111 This claim entails that a more comprehensive (and dynamic) appraisal must be carried out, which may well include an evaluation of policies allowing the use of AWS, especially in connection with the question whether these policies are conducive to more peace and security in international relations or, on the contrary, represent a factor of instability at global and regional levels.

In effect, a policy allowing the use of AWS would end up encouraging a more liberal approach to the use of force by States and, as a consequence, a higher likelihood of violations of the prohibition on the use of force under Article 2(4) UN Charter. It has been shown elsewhere112 that the more human troops are replaced by AWS, the less will be the
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potential costs of conflicts in terms of human losses and, with it, sensitivity to the issue in the general public. This would in turn relax popular and parliamentary control over governmental exercise of war powers, both of which have sometimes proved decisive in preventing (or stopping) military actions in breach of international law.113

It could be objected that these concerns are not specific to AWS, as the latter are not the sole military technology aimed at removing soldiers from the battlefield.114 One may think of armed drones, which have essentially immunised human attackers by placing them kilometres away from combat theatres.115 In fact, this objection does not sufficiently consider that autonomy in weapons systems, to the extent that it replaces remote control, would let unmanned technologies make a qualitative leap forward, by overcoming the limitations that have so far precluded their large scale use in aggressive military actions: AWS cannot be jammed, they do not need huge bandwidth from satellites, nor do they have to be in constant line of communication with human operators, which makes their reactions faster and hence far more efficient in real time combat situations.116

7. Concluding remarks

Since the launch of the Campaign, its legal tenets have been under fire by critics, who have deployed a battery of counter-arguments to affirm the legality and ethical acceptability of the lethal uses of AWS. This paper has tried to show that, notwithstanding that several attacks have
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been carried out, no one attack has dealt a deadly blow. At the same time, however, it has brought into the limelight that pro-ban arguments are not equal in strength and weight, although they all perform a role in making the case against autonomy in lethal weapons systems (or, which is ultimately the same, in favour of a meaningful human control over them). Awareness of this, it is here submitted, could help the campaigners to parry more effectively the opponents’ argumentative blows. To conclude, let us briefly summarise the main outputs of the foregoing analysis.

The contention whereby AWS are unable to comply with IHL principles, which constitutes the bulk of the pro-ban campaign, has resisted the various criticisms brought against it, but only insofar as current and foreseeable AWS are concerned. Its validity is thus temporally limited, as one cannot rule out in abstracto the feasibility of IHL-compliant AWS, although this will probably occur in the very distant future. It therefore needs to be reinforced by arguments that do not suffer from the same inherent limitations.

Reference to the AWS-related accountability gap can certainly serve this purpose, as it comes across as the most solid argument at disposal of the Campaign. Notwithstanding the numerous attempts to identify alternative forms of responsibility, indeed, the fact remains that – regardless of technological advancements – in most cases no one will be directly held accountable for war crimes committed by AWS.

On the other hand, arguments based on the Martens Clause, with particular regard to its ‘public conscience’ prong, perform a more limited function. As such, they are not able to justify a prohibition on Lethal AWS. Nevertheless, widespread (and qualified) aversion towards non-human lethal decision-making could be an additional push factor in the negotiation process.

Finally, jus ad bellum arguments play a two-fold role. On the one hand, they help neutralise the objection whereby a ban on Lethal AWS would be in fact be anti-humanitarian in that autonomy in weapons systems could ensure more accuracy in targeting and less casualties. On the other hand, as suggested elsewhere, they bolster the case for an extensive AWS ban reaching beyond potentially lethal uses of these weapons systems, so as to also cover non-lethal AWS with expected destabilising effects on international peace and security.
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